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thoroughly chilled immediately after milking, before being I tle. The bottle has the advantage that the food is obtained 
used for feeding infants. ! by the natural process of sucking; the flow of the food is 

Whether the baby be nursed or bottle·fed, the meals should, uniform and not too rapid. The spoon, cup, etc., have the 
be given at regular intervals during the day, every two, advantage that they are more easily cleaned, and are de· 
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three, or four hours, according to the age and vigor of the; cidedly preferable, if the nurse or mother will not use great AMONG all the propertie9 of matter cohesion is the most 
child; during the night, only once or twice, for one or two care. universal in its manifestations and yet the least regarded. 
months; after that, once or not at all. The bottle should be of the simplest possible arrangement. We are so accustomed to perceive all things in a certain 

The infant should not be allowed to go to �leep during its Tile best consists of a nipple of soft black rubber, with holes state of cohesion, that we cannot separate this attribute 
meals. but should be made to nurse continuously, except for small enou$h to prevent a too rapid flow, snapped over the from the essence of things, whence it happens that it has 
occasional rests of a few seconds, until it has taken all it lip of a plam bottle with a tapering neck. It should contain been treated as the Cinderella of physics, and seems as it 
wants. By this means it soon learns to take just the quan· eight ounces for young children and ten or twelve for older were placed outAide the law of the conservation of force. 
tity it needs; and, being neither hungry nor over-filled, it ones. An attempt has been made to explain the phenomenon by 
sleeps or lies comfortably between meals. The bottle and nipple should be rinsed out in cold water, , means of the attraction of the smallest particles, and to 

Crying should not always be considered a sign of hunger, and then left entirely immersed in water until wanted for bring this attraction into connection with the universal 
and nursing out of meal-times should never be used to quiet use again. If this is faithfully done no other washing is attraction of the heavenly bodies, which is also mcrel�' an 
the child. required. But if the milk dries upon the glass or the rub· assumption. It is plain that cohesion is a true force ,\'l,ich 

Both breasts should be used at each nursing; and, when bel'. it sometimes cannot be removed except with carbonate of can be measured by the sum tutal of the force required to 
the milk has any tendency to be scanty, each breast should soda, scalding, and scrubbing. When thoroughness cannot overcome it. We must endeavor to bring this cohesive 
be given twice at each meal. be assured it is well to use a weak solution of carbonate of force in connection with the other accessible and known 

It is not always easy to tell whether a child gets as much soda for rinsing regulurly. forces according to the laws of mechanics. The force most 
milk as it ought. Not infrequently when the mother or Tubes and joints are objectionable unless extraordinary readily to be connected with cohesion is heat, because we 
nurse is losing her milk, and the child is obviously failing, it care can be assured in keeping them clean; they should be know that heat can overcome cohesion. We must s:'ck to 
will yet seem to be satisfied at each meal. probably because put in a weak solution of common cooking soda, and be understand how heat-which we rightly consider as an inter· 
it has learned not to expect more, and has ceased to hope rinsed thoroughly before use. nal movement in substances-exists in such substances, and 
for it. Then it suffers for want of sufficient food, and should, for this purpose the theory of waves offers us the needful 
of course, be fed from other sources. Drawing on an WEANING. points of approach. 
empty breast, too, is in itself injurious to the child. After summarizing the characteristics of undulation, and 

It may be said in general that the food which suits the The infant should be weaned in one of the cool months, distinguishing progressive and stationary waves, the author 
mother will make good milk. It would be better to abandon not between May and October; it should be about one year proceeds: 
most of the current popular theories a� to what is or is not old, not younger than nine nor older than fifteen months. Cohesion is not due to thermic vibrations; as, on the con· 
suitable for nursing-women. Perhaps the most objectionable It is very injurious for both mother and child to continue the, trary, heat annuls cohesion, A second force must, therefore, 
one is that milk is indefinitely increased by taking large nursing too long. I be present which produces the phenomena of cohesion. 
quantities of fluid. Certainly enough extra fluid must be Long before the time of weaning the infant should have: Thermic vibration has merely served to explain the mechan
taken to supply the extra amount demanded by the breast. become accustomed to other food, in addition to the ism of internal motion. 
Such vegetables and fruits as give the mother indigestion, or breast· milk; it should have learned to drink milk, or one of The existence of a second force or movement present in 
such as are found by experience, from some individual iJio· the preparations already mentioned, for one meal. At seven all bodies, and essentially distinct from heat, is inferred from 
syncrasy, to uisturb the child without disturbing the mother, or eight months this may be varied by the addition of soften· the heat which appears on chemical combination. IV c must 
should be avoided; but, as a rule, the mother should eat what ed bread and by giving simple meat soup or beef tea. It is always remember that force is never created or annihilated, 
she usually fiuds conducive to her health. not particularly desirahle to give to healthy children meals but that in all cases there occurs merely a modification in 

It should generally be left to a physician to decide whether of concentrated soups or expressed beef juice, the true aim the form of the movement, but not in the sum of the vis 
or not a mother is able to nurse her child. Mothers often being not to crowd the chilu with nourishment, of which it viva. If, therefore, heat al?pears in any chemical prO(,CSH, 
think their child is not thriving on breast· milk, when the real can easily get enough, but to encourage a vigorous and natu- I it must have been present III the reactmg matter in some 
difficulty arises from faulty habits of nursing, irregularity of ral digestion. 'other form-as motion which is not heat. For storing up a 
m 'als, etc. As the time for weaning approaches, the number of food- i great force in a small quantity of substance no other form 

Cow's milk is usually, on the whole, the best material for meals may be increased 80 that the child will be induced to can be found save that of stationary waves, which cannot 
supplying the place of the natural food. The constituents give up the breast with very little difficulty. become progressive; and in solids we assume a vihration 
of cow's milk and of hum'lTl milk are m Linly water, caseiu, Only simple food should be given, and at regular times, much smaller than that of the heat waves as regards its vol
fat, and sugar, although not in the S:UllCl proportions; but avoiding pies, cakes. unripe or over·ripe fruits, soothing ume, but much greater as regards the number of the waves. 
that is not the most important difference between the two sirups, patent medicines, etc. For this movement I proposed, in 1868, the name" chemical 
milks, as may be seen when they are curdled. The curds of motion," or chemical wave. 
human milk are soft and flocculent; those of cow's milk BATHING AND CLOTHING. We see evervwhere that heat overcomes cohesion, and in 
b3com2 more and more hard. so doing diE appears as heat. This state has been termed 

Pure cow's milk is not often well digested by infants under The infant should be washed thorou&hly all over every latent heRt, though we must remember that it is no longer 
six: months old, nor alWitys by older ones. The hard curds day once and during very hot weather tWICe. heat, but a movement of another kind. If mechanical power 
that it forms are often vomited, or pass through the bowels For a few weeks the water should be at about blood·heat, or! is produced hy heat, such heat likewise hecomes latent, and 
and appear in the discharges. It therefore becomes neces· a little below it, from 98° Fah, down to 95° Fah,; and later, ; the movement of masses, like the thermo·electric current, 
S Iry to dil ute it with water or SOlU3 other material. When it should be lowered so that, at an age varying with the I may be called latent heat. 
W.lter is used it is commonly found best to give from one- health and vigor of the child, the water should be warmed' A proof tho.t a great sum of vis viva exists in bodies, in 
tlkd to one-h'IJf milk and from two· thirds to one· half water only enough t o  take off the chill. , addition to heat, may be given experimentally by means of 
for the fir�t month or six weeks, and then gradually to It is better to put a baby into a bath of water than to bathe' the calolimeter . 
.Ii 'ninislt the amount of water until at the age of six or eight it in the lap; and the water should, if possible, be deep The author adduces experiments in proof of this proposi· 
months the milk is given without watel'. If the milk has been enough to cover it up to the neck. I tion, and continues: 
w,ltered before it is bought, as sometimes happens, it may be When no bath tuh is to be had, the best thing to use is I Everywhere cohesion is modified by chemical processes, 
given in larger proportion. These rules for diluting milk may the ordinary tin wash boiler. I and inversely in every chemical process a change of cohesion 
only serve as a general guide; for all children have not the The best way to avoid a chill after the bath is to wrap the' appears. 
S Ime powers of digestion, and some milks contain much more child at once in a warm cotton sheet or towel, placed on I After cOIlHidcring the action of cement, solders, and of 
water than others. The greatest care should be taken that a warm blanket. the apposition of smooth, clean, homogeneous surfaces, Dr. 
the water for diluting milk be not contaminated. If there The best clothing is that which is warm and at the same Mohr continues: 
be any smpicion of its impurity it is well to boil it, as some time light. Flannel is the best material for all seasons of I Between cohesion and adhesion there is no difference; co
ph\-sicicws recommend in all cases. As hUlllan mil k  contains the year, especially in the cool weather following the heat hesion was sometimes said to exist between similar, and ad· 
a larger proportion of cream than cow's milk, it is usual to of August; infants are very susceptible to the influence of ,hesion between di5similar bodies. If a thick solution of 
let the milk stand awhile, and take the upper part of it, after cold, and at that time they should be looked after with par· glue is dried up in a porcelain capsule, pieces of the latter 
the cream has hegun to rise. For a similar reason, sugar often ticular care. It is better that the bands of pinning blankets may be broken if the glue is removed forcibly. Here adhe
is added to the diluteu milk; usually ordinary cane·sugar, and skirts should be of flannel rather than cotton. Loose sion is stronger. Cohesion is a decidedly chemical property, 
bllt sometimes by preference sugar of milk, on the theory blankets and shawls that easily change their position on the and can be overcome by chemical means. Solution is the 
thllt, rcsl'mhling the natural sugar of the human milk, it will body, or get forgotten occasionally, are undesirable gar. fusion of a solid body in one already melted. In the latter 
be less likely to cause inuigestion. ments. The shoulders, arms, and legs should be covered in its peculiar molecular motion, which determines its chemical 

If large curd� are vomited or passed by the bowels, an cool weather, especially during the first four months; tIle attributes, has been already overcome or modified by an ex· 
alk IIi should be added to the milk (from two to five grains stomach and bowels should always be carefully protected cess of heat, a part of which has apparentiy disappeared 
of bicarbonate of soda or bicarbonate of potassa, or from from cold. as such, and has been converted into another form of move-
on3 teaspoonful to a tablespoonful of lime-water, in each Quite as much attention should be paid to keeping the ment. The excess of heat still suffices to overcome cohe-
bottle of food).* child cool in summer as to keeping it warm in winter. Over sion in another body, and thus again a certain quantity of 

The test of a method of feeding is the health of the child; heating is a common source of sickness. heat uisappears as such. Latent heat is not heat, but a new 
aud when, as ofteu happens, children do not thrive well on chemical attribute. The 79 heat·units which a weight·unit 
milk simply diluted, there are several ways of preparing it NOTE.-Ridge's food, imperial granum, prepared groats, of hot water at 79° conveys suffice to overcome the cohesion 
that will usually make it more digestible. The principle is and prepared barley are manufactured articles, and the exact of one weight·unit of ice at 0°, and to convert it into water 
essentially the same in all-namely, to thicken the milk, and peculiarities of them are not known except that they are at 0°, and as long as the water remains liquid no other free 
thus prevent the lumping of the curds. Barley, oatmeal, found to suit the digestion of many babies. As a rule they heat is present than that which belongs to it as water. But 
Graham meal, flour, arrow root, COl'll starch, rice, gelatin, should be given in such proportion that the food, when as soon as the water is made to freeze, 2X79 heat·units 
isinglass, and gum arabic are all used in this way, and then ready for use, will pass easily through the nursing bottle. : escape, and there remain two weight-units of ice at 0°_ This 
all answer about tll'J same purpose, They contain, it is true, Two preparations, Nestle's and Gerber's lacteous farina, I leads us directly to the connection between hardness and 
some more, some less nourishment, but much less than the are exceptions to the above rule, and are real foods; that is, 

I 
fusibility. The latter is decidedly a chemical attribute and 

milk with which they are combined; so that their effect, they really contain milk, but in a dried and powdered form. their connection secures the same rank for hardness. The 
when thus used, may be regarded as chiefly mechanical The With the milk is supposed to be com hi ned a powder of bread' metals form a scale of hardness almost in accord with their 
starchy parts of them are not absorbed by y,mng infants, crUEt, which is rich in dextrin, a soluble substance res em- fusibility. The fats form two parallel scales of hardness 
except to a very slight extent. bling starch. Unfortunately these preparations, though and fusibility from white wax to oil of almonds. 

One of the best home-madc preparations is of oatmeal. very valuable forms of food, are quite expensive. It can- It has been already shown that cohesion consists essen· 
One table,poouful of coarse oatmeal is left to soak over night not he otherwise than a misfortune, also, that they are made tially in the per flux of the stationary waves of that move
in a quart of water. In the morning it is boiled down to a by a secret process. ment which permanently determines the chemical attribu\rs 
piut, and strained while hot. When cool it is of the con- Horlick's (American) and Mellin's (English) food claim to : of bodies, and we distinguish the permanent nOll·eOlllT1l1111i· 
sistenC'e of jelly, and should be mixed with milk, generally con tain all the constituents of Liebig's soup for babies, ex· ' cable movements from the transient movements of free heat. 
in equal parts, only when about to be used. Pearl barley cept milk.* They appear to be identical with each other, Every permanent action of heat which reveals itself by a 
may be treated in the same way, and is preferable, if the and are valuable as additions to milk. change of cohesion is attended by a permanent change of 
bowels are relaxed. the chemical natul!C. (?) 

There are many manufactured articles in the market, some Cohesion and affinity being closely connected, we are led 
of which are valuable and may be advan tageously employed to consider more closely the views on affinity. The ordinary 
under medical advice. LOCAL ANlESTHESIA BY CONGELATION. doctrine is that affinity exists only between bodies which are 

Condensed milk sold in open cans is milk simply deprived chemically different. This is correct if we rank among the 
of some of its water, and has the advantage over undiluted DR. JAMES ARNOTT, in the Medical Times and Gazette, ad· manifestations of affinity merely such processes as are 
milk that it is less likely to sour in the thick state in whic.:h vises the more extensive use of local anrnsthetics, and be· attended with explosion, ignition, or the production of a 
it is kept until ready for use. The taste of it is somewhat lieves that in many cases the administration of anrnsthetics strong heat. But it seems that we might exactly invert this 
changed by tho process of condensation, so that the flavor by inhalation might thus be avoided. He claims that after proposition, and, as in the animated world, assume affinity 
resembles that of boiled milk; but this does not seem to congelation the tissues are in a condition incompatible with among like bodies, if we suppose that the mobility of bodies 
make it less easily digested or less nutritious. It should be inflammatory changes, and he knows of no instance of ery· depends on heat. Thus water unites with water in every pro· 
diluted with rather less than four times its volume of water sipelas following �he . proper use ?f congela;tion. He m�ch portion without any perceptible physical phenomena; But 
to make it equal to ordinary milk. It cannot be kept in prefe,rs the applicatlO� of � mixture of Ice and saIt, III a water with its 88'9 per cent. of oxygen has no affilllty for 
warm weather more than three or four days. mus.lm ?ag or othe,rwlse, wzth ]J1'e�8U 1'(3, to the r)th�r spray, i liquids poorest in oxygen, such as benzol and petroleu�. 

The milk sold in sealed cans is condensed when fresh, and findml) It mo�e rapid. and less pamf�l. H� Ilse,s.m small Ethereal oils dissolve in water almost proportionally to then 
seems to retain the qualities of fresh milk for a very long o�eratiOns a pIece of Ice repeatedly dipped III 811". :::.nd ap· 

I 
percentage of oxygen ,  and phenol is tolerably soluble. Po· 

period, unless it is diluted; so that, in spite of containing plied to the pa�t to be froze�. In other cases" � m.lxture of tassic chloride and iodide, ammonic chloride, etc., dissolve 
a great amount of sugar, the best preparations of it are some· one part by weight of. salt With tW? of cI'usheG :oe IS reco,?, in water, on account of the analogy between chlorine, iodine, 
times useful. �nended. The e�penence of Pr?fesso,r Gosselm, of Pans, and oxygen. Between water and fats there is not even ad-

Artificial food, when given, should be about blood warm. IS quoted, he havlllg used a freezmg mixture of equaJ parts. hesion or moistening. The internal movements are respec· 
Babies bro ught up by hand may take their food from a of ice and sa!t in fifty·four cases of operation for evulsion I tively so heterologous that the wave·systems cannot pass 

spoon, a cup, the so· called china duck, or from a nursing-bot. of the toe nail. I into each other; on the other hand, liquid oils adhere to 
------------------------ ' solid fats, as does mercury to gold. 

* 'ro make lime-water. put a p i ece of unslaked lime, as Jarge as a hen's 
egg, in an earthen vessel, and pour on it slowly a gallon of pure cold 
waler. After a few hours skim it, and pour fJll' the clear flUid, which 
.hould be tightly corked in bottles. 

* Baron Liebig's soup for babies, made of malt, flour, bicarbonale of . It was observed that certain chemical bodies can be mutu 
potash and milk, is a yeryvaluable food_ �trequires. however, more than 1 ally substituted for each other in crystals without a chan" half an hour's cookmg every day, and Its place seems to be faIrly sup- I ·  in • ' "  ,� 

plied by Mellin's and Horlick's food. . of form, .Lhls fact was named lsomorphlsm. When lt sub 
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